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GABRIEL ATTAL DELIVERED 1ST SUCCESSFUL REMARKS AT FRENCH
NATIONAL ASSEMBLY
AS PRIME MINISTER AMID FARMERS CRISIS

Paris, Washington DC, 30.01.2024, 19:21 Time

USPA NEWS - Prime Minister Gabriel Attal delivered his general policy declaration to the National Assembly on January 30, in a
tense atmosphere against the backdrop of the crisis facing farmers in France, who were under siege, in service. Formally, the bet was
successful, because he lives in the mysteries of the Republic (Elected Deputy for 10 years in Yvelines, successively minister, in a few
years becoming the head of government of Emmanuel Macron, who began his second presidential term in 2022). The young PM, very
comfortable in his delivery of a long speech after nearly hours, faced with french Farmers iris, and protest of over 10 days.

PM Attal used the technique of repeating shock phrases and key words with a strong and firm meaning, facilitating the audience both
in the hemicycle and the French population.

“Debureaucratize”, “unlock France” at “all levels”, “let the French live and breathe” so that they “keep control” of their lives, “the end
of impunity”.

Barely installed on the perch, the President of the Assembly, Yaël Braun-Pivet, announces that the 146 left-wing deputies have tabled
a motion of censure in application of article 49 paragraph 2 of the Constitution. 

PM GABRIEL ATTAL EVOCATES HIS BIRTH YEAR 1989, MARKING BICENTURY OF FRENCH REVOLUTION 1789
The young Prime Minister who delivered a long speech lasting more than 1 hour 30 minutes, starting with a historical reminder of his
date of birth, 1989, coinciding with the bicentenary of the French Revolution, of 1789, then making a long listing of the measures
already adopted by the President of the Republic Emmanuel Macron, his mentor, since 2017, and promising and “liberating work”
“Desmicardize” (Getting out of the SMIC, French minimum wage, forcing RSA workers to work at least 15 hours a week, promised
reductions in charges weighing on the middle classes with a tax cut of 2 billion euros; Experimentation of the week in four days in the
administrations of all ministries; In his speech, the Prime Minister also made announcements having with the objective of "rearming our
health system" while indicating that the mental health of young people would be one of the major causes of government action, such as
an increase of €200/month as well as an exceptional promise of €800 for school nurses.

The youngest PM of the French Republic, announces (yet another previous government promise) to “simplify the standards for VSEs
and SMEs… He also mentioned the housing crisis in France, for which he proposed to design 20 territories committed to housing and
create 30,000 new homes within 3 years, and requisition empty buildings, particularly office buildings;

“WE DO NOT NEGOTIATE WITH THE REPUBLIC WE DO RESPECT IT” SAID PM ATTAL
The PM delivered a rather long speech in an exalted manner, but taking up a Macronian assessment, as well as the future prospects
of his future general policy, as head of government. He insisted on strengthening public services and improving health.

He has shown firmness towards those who benefit more from "rights than duties » and is putting forward new measures to "free work"
to re-establish standards and simplify for entrepreneurs, cornered by bureaucracy at the crossroads, the aspect education, the Prime
Minister recalled the need to deploy his shock of knowledge, in the field of Education, of which he had been the minister for five
months.

• Leave the decision to repeat a year in the hands of the teaching team;
• Establishment of level groups this year in middle school;
• Regulation of the use of screens inside and outside of school;
• Reform of initial teacher training;
• Strengthened funding for support for students with disabilities (AESH).



WEARING A UNIFORM EXPERIENCE AT FRENCH PUBLIC SCHOOL

The Prime Minister recalled the importance of authority and good citizenship in France and recalled the measures he had already
announced during his previous mandate as Minister of National Education. “I want to address all these French people, often from the
middle class, always meeting their responsibilities, who have the feeling of having all the duties when others have all the rights. » PM
Attal stated.

• Experimentation with school uniforms (generalization at the start of the 2026 school year if conclusive);
• Doubling of the hourly volume of teaching of civic and moral instruction;
• Revision of the scale of sanctions in educational establishments;
• Creation of an educational work sentence for minors under 16;
• For parents of delinquent children, creation of an additional TIG penalty for the offense of evading their legal obligations;
• Strengthening the fight against drugs, with the presentation of a new plan to combat drugs and the organization of 10 drug operations
per week;
• Launch of work with a view to the generalization of the SNU at the start of the 2026 school year;
• Possibility of filing a complaint online anywhere in the country.

PAYROLL RAISE OF €200/MONTH FOR SCHOOL NURSES

The health sector is also in crisis in France, due to a lack of nursing staff in hospitals as well as home help, to take care of an aging
and dependent population. The Prime Minister thus made announcements aimed at “rearming our health system” while indicating that
the mental health of young people would be one of the main causes of government action.
Among the announcements:
• Establishment of access to care services in each French department and, failing that, the possibility of establishing the on-call
obligation for private doctors;
• Conditions for penalizing unkept medical appointments;
• Regularization of practitioners qualified outside the European Union;
• Facilitation of bridges between paramedical professions and medical studies;
• Increased support for psychologist sessions for adolescent mental health;
• Regain time for caregivers by accelerating the transition from 6,000 to 10,000 medical assistants in order to free up approximately
2.5 million consultations per year;
• Increase of €200 net/month for school nurses and exceptional bonus of 800 euros.

“CREATION OF AN ECOLOGICAL CIVIC SERVICE BY 2026” ANNOUNCES PM ATTAL

Prime Minister Gabriel Attal then finished his speech with great ambitions to accelerate the ecological transition. They announce the
following measures:
• Creation of an ecological civic service, allowing 50,000 young people to make a concrete commitment to the climate by the end of the
five-year term;
• Launch of an initiative to reduce the environmental impact of the 50 industrial sites that emit the most plastic packaging in France;
• Commissioning of the Flamanville pressurized water nuclear reactor (EPR) and massive investments in the development programs
of the French nuclear fleet;
• Launch of a product traceability control plan to guarantee fair trade.

REDUCTION OF TAXES OF 2 BILLION EUROS FOR THE MIDDLE CLASSES

the Prime Minister indicated that he wanted to act with "concrete acts" in the "most attractive country in Europe for foreign
investments" and focused on concerted measures favorable to the middle class, workers and entrepreneurs by "liberating the work »
Among the announcements:
• Reduced charges weighing on the middle classes with a tax cut of 2 billion euros;
• Generalization of the RSA reform (15 hours of weekly integration activity);



• Abolition of the specific solidarity allowance;
• Experimentation of the four-day week in the administrations of all ministries;
• Alignment of maintenance staff schedules in administrations with office hours;
• Consideration and implementation of a universal time savings account;
• Simplification of standards for VSEs/SMEs;
• Presentation of a new green industry PJL with a simplification of standards and a refocusing of the work of the National Commission
for Public Debate (CNDP) on national-scale projects;
• Continuation and strengthening of spending reviews, and presentation of the first proposals in March 2024.

In conclusion, P.M Gabriel Attal, openly affirms his homosexuality, taking France's progressivism as an example, passed his exam,
'The examination' of the general policy speech, judging by the applause meter of the deputies who increased the acclamations (Right,
Center Right) although heckled by a few voices of NUPES (Left, Extreme Left) was successful. The same leftist party still tabled a
motion of censure even before the Prime Minister's speech was delivered, in vain.
The real examination remains, and of great size, the anger of the farmers, which continues to grind in the countryside, first, then
towards the epicenter of French and European food (RUNGIS MIN Center)…and towards Paris , the French capital. Indeed, the tax
reduction measures (No increase in the GNR, simplification. The subject of disability has barely been mentioned, concerning disabled
students in schools, helpless in the face of the shortage of AESH (Accompanying Helper for Disabled School Students).
“Strengthening our public services also means acting for our school”…/?
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